Hi everyone! I hope you are all safe and well.
I have decided to bring back The Big Quiz to give us all something
to keep ourselves amused over the coming days and weeks.
I cannot do my normal audio visual quiz so you will have to make do
with a good old pen and paper one.
If you get this you are obviously on the internet but please don't be
tempted to use Google etc, as they say “the only person you will be
fooling is yourself”!
I will publish the answers in a few days so get working. Good luck!

Quick warm up round
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which element has the chemical symbol Ag?
In what form does a scorpion appear on David Dimbleby’s body?
What French word for “jewel” is used by estate agents to describe a small
house?
The name of what flowery fabric comes from a Sanskrit word for gaily
coloured?
In an orchestra, which other double-reed woodwinds usually sit behind
the oboes?

I have taken this one from the TV quiz “House of Games”. There are two parts
to each question and the answers rhyme with each other.
Eg a) Band with a Christmas number 1 in 1973
b) Wimbledon singles champion in 1977

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Slade and Virginia Wade

a) Christmas chocolate assortment , b) International organisation
founded in1945
a) Rapper famous for “Lose Yourself” and “Stan”, b) Town where Jesus
was born
a) Gift from the Three Wise Men that is hardest to spell, b) Britpop band
a) Christmas bird, b) City in New Mexico
a) Christmas item invented by Tom Smith in 1857, b) A chain of Mexican
restaurants

Emoji Films. Can you identify these films from the emoji clues?
eg

Answer Toy Story
1

2

3

5

4

6

I have taken this round from the TV quiz “Only Connect” All these words or
phrases begin with 3 vowels but you can only see the consonants in the
words. What are the words or phrases?
1.
2.
3.
4.

LNHRP
DCLGN
JBRD
L

I hope you have enjoyed this quiz. The Easter Bunny will bring you the
answers on Sunday. Until then Stay Safe and Stay at Home!

